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First, a few words about W3C



A bit of history…

1994
Tim Berners-Lee 
invents the 
World Wide 
Web.

The W3C is founded 
by Tim Berners-Lee at 
the MIT, in 
collaboration with 
INRIA

Sir Tim Berners-Lee
Web Inventor and 

W3C Director

W3C’s mission is to ensure the 
long-term growth of the Web 
with the vision of ONE WEB 

FOR ALL

2013
The W3C is a joint 
endeavor of MIT, 
ERCIM, Keio 
University, and 
Beihang University 

1989



W3C is a non-profit membership organization with 
more than 390 members from all industries

W3C is an international community 
around 4 “hosts”

Cambridge
TokyoSophia 

Antipolis
Beijing



W3C sets the standards that make the Web work:

} Basis of today’s Web (the “Open Web Platform”):
§ HTML, CSS, SVG, Web Architecture, XML, …

} Advancing the Web of tomorrow
§ e.g., Social Web, Web of Data, Mobile Web, Digital 

Publishing
} Key efforts focusing on universality:
§ Web Accessibility Initiative, Internationalization, Mobile Web, 

Security/Privacy

W3C at a glance



} Develops specifications (i.e., Web standards)
§ e.g., HTML, SVG, …

} Develops guidelines, best practices
§ e.g., Web Content Accessibility Guidelines, Data Publishing 

Best Practices, …
} Provides diverse forums for discussions, joint pre-

standard specifications, participates at outreach 
events
§ e.g., Open Annotation Vocabulary

} Offers a validation suite and service, various courses, 
documentations

What W3C does



} Major software developments, standard 
implementation (except for proof of concepts)

} Conduct independent research (it does what the 
members want it to do…)

} Act as a legislative body (e.g., to require certain 
implementations to happen)

What W3C does not do



More information
http://www.w3.org or http://www.chinaw3c.org/
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Publishing and the
Open Web Platform



} Reading
§ Hyperlinks  (i.e., non-linear reading)

} Publishing
§ Global distribution
§ Anyone could publish (low barriers)
§ New advertising opportunities (search engines, pop-ups)

} But… 
§ impoverished style, layout of early Web no match for print
§ low resolution screens, slow processors

20 years ago the Web created
new experiences for publishing



} Internet everywhere
} Mobility
} Social
} Customization
} Cloud
} Broadband

} Multi-function 
devices

} Much higher quality 
display, 
typesetting, speed

Trends of past decade have further 
transformed reading, publishing



Many industries feeling the impact

} Mobile
} Television
} Automotive
} Health Care
} Gaming

} Digital signage
} Government



} Global eBook report: “Major [US] trade publishers have reported a 
market share for ebook revenues around the 30% mark […] 20% 
of the UK book market was digital”

} The Bookseller: “In all of 2012, e-book sales doubled their volume 
[…] in the United Kingdom”

} Global eBook report: “Ebooks have started to transform the entire 
ecosystem of publishing and reading. By 2014, expect the entire 
value chain to be under scrutiny from all sides.”

} Global eBook report:  “As of March 2012, […] claimed to have 
published […] nearly 6 million titles from more than 1.6 million 
authors [in China]. By March 2012, the accumulated number of 
users/readers [in China] was said to be 123 million.”

But publishing in particular



} Web is “intimately” tied to the intrinsic 
purpose of publishing
§ the Web’s impact on automotive, 

government, health care, etc., is secondary 
to their intrinsic purposes.

That is because Publishing = Web



} Publishing industry has leveraged the Web for 20 
years
§ parts of industry have been early adopters

} Tomorrow they will be fully part of the Web
§ ebooks, magazines, journals picking up the technology 

today

That is because Publishing = Web



} An ebook file is, usually, a 
packaged Web site
§ XHTML 1.1 for EPUB 2
§ XHTML 5 for EPUB 3
§ Mobi accepts XHTML/HTML as input 

source
} An ebook reader is “just” a very 

specialized browser!

What “Ebooks picking up the 
technology today” means



• Web pages are more attractive, interactive 
and intelligent

• HTML5, SVG, or CSS provides cross-
browser and cross-device interoperability 

• Video, audio, etc., are a first-class citizens
• Data integration has been simplified
• It has tools for social networking (privacy, 

security, identity)

The Web has become an Open Web 
Platform



} Recent ebook formats have picked up many of the 
OWP features
§ uses HTML5, i.e., includes audio and video as first class 

objects
§ SVG and Canvas comes to the fore
§ CSS 3 instead of older versions of CSS
§ (limited) scripting
§ MathML

} The “back-end”, production side is looking at OWP 
to simplify the author-to-(e)book workflow

Examples for the Open Web Platform 
influencing publishing



Convergence is ongoing



Third-party service integration



Social becoming part of reading



And run on any device



And run on any device



With high quality graphics



Is everything perfect and fine?

a.k.a. are publishers and the Web 
coexisting perfectly?
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} Most of the publishing industry players have just 
been “users” of Web technologies

} Technology evolution has been driven by “traditional” 
Web browsing

No… L

The specific needs and priorities of the 
publishing industry may not be reflected 

in the evolution of the Web!



} Should match current publishing 
practices

} Should leverage the Web at large
} Should provide more than just text 

in a file
} Should support diverse business 

and distribution models
} Should satisfy diverse usage 

communities and patterns

Some examples of the publishers’ 
needs

Screen shot: premiumfreebies.eu



} Should match current publishing 
practices

} Should leverage the Web at large
} Should provide more than just text 

in a file
} Should support diverse business 

and distribution models
} Should satisfy diverse usage 

communities and patterns

Some examples of the publishers’ 
needs

Screen shot: premiumfreebies.eu

Achieving these may still raise 
technical challenges!



} Screens, typography, high quality 
fonts, colors

} Advanced layout 
§ multi-column
§ pagination, headers, footers
§ formatting in the world’s scripts
§ hyphenation
§ …

“Should match current publishing 
practices”

Photos from “lliazd”, Flickr



From the “Dutch Golden Age”, by Ingrid Koenen

Example: fixed layout



Example: Missing CSS features

Presentation by Dave Cramer, Hachette, W3C Workshop, Paris 2013



Example: Missing CSS features

Presentation by Dave Cramer, Hachette, W3C Workshop, Paris 2013



Example: better widow control



} Foster sharing, bookmarks, 
annotations

} Data integration, book ids, 
catalogs, specialized search, 
discovery

} Connect to external services
} Facilitate document 

development (e.g., on-line 
reviewing, cooperation with 
editors, on-demand printing…)

“Should leverage the Web at large”

From blog.infotrends.com



Annotation is an old tradition…



…sometimes a bit overdone ;-)

Photo from “Henrik Berggren” flickr



Example: user annotation



Example: user annotation



Example: user annotation

This sh
ould be portable to 

another reader!



} An upcoming market
} The Web should make 

that easy!

Example: printed book on demand

Photo:  “shakespearesmonkey”, flickr



} Make use of new possibilities
§ interaction
§ various media
§ cross-linking of internal content 

(indices, lists of tables, etc.)
§ high quality graphics
§ …

“Should provide more than just text in 
a file”



Example: “Our Choice”

Al Gore: “Our Choice” — http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U-edAGLokak



Example: “Our Choice”

Al Gore: “Our Choice” — http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U-edAGLokak



} Revenue generation
§ subscription
§ ad insertion in eBook apps
§ social sharing
§ product placement

} Web Payments
} Content protection
§ one device?
§ one user?
§ none?

“Support diverse business and 
distribution models”



Example: book subscriptions



Example: buying through the reader



} Rich content anywhere, anytime, 
across multiple devices
§ content portability
§ internationalization, accessibility
§ interaction, graphics, media

} Personalization
} Inclusion of social features

“Should satisfy diverse usage 
communities and patterns”



Example: Bopomofo

Presentation by Bobby Tung, W3C Workshop, June 2013 



Example: vertical writing



Example: content portability



Example: content portability



} Advanced and interactive 
graphics

} Internationalization (Ruby, 
Bopomofo, vertical writing,…)

} Interoperable annotations and 
bookmarks

} MathML
} Font management
} Fixed layout

} Audio, video
} Headers, footers, …
} Bridging on-line/off-line
} Harmonization of metadata
} Accessibility (e.g., speech/

braille publications)
} …

High quality digital books need



} Advanced and interactive 
graphics

} Internationalization (Ruby, 
Bopomofo, vertical writing,…)

} Interoperable annotations and 
bookmarks

} MathML
} Font management
} Fixed layout

} Audio, video
} Headers, footers, …
} Bridging on-line/off-line
} Harmonization of metadata
} Accessibility (e.g., speech/

braille publications)
} …

High quality digital books need

Most of these are being worked on at W3C, but 
still need extra care and clear requirements!



To repeat…

The specific needs and priorities of the 
publishing industry may not be reflected 

in the evolution of the Web!

The technology evolution of the Web has 
been driven by “traditional” Web browsing



The way forward: how can 
W3C help?
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} Develop cooperation with relevant organizations: 
IDPF, BISG, IPTC, JEPA, EDItEUR, …

} Try to be on one another’s events, build contacts
} Create bridges between the developers’ communities 

and publishers
} Ensure that the publishers’ requirements are 

channeled to the relevant W3C groups

Cooperation



Privileged cooperation with IDPF

} IDPF is the organization standardizing EPUB
} EPUB 3 is the international standard for 

books, just like W3C standards
§ soon to be an ISO standard, too

} It is a universal format, usable for different 
languages and cultures

} A rich ecosystem is growing around it



} “eBooks: Great Expectations”, NYC, February 2013 (co-organized 
with BISG and IDPF)

} “eBooks & I18N”, Tokyo, June 2013
} “Publishing and the OWP”, Paris, September 2013
} Regional events in Germany, India, …

W3C’s Workshop series



Example for results: public list of 
discussions, presentations



Example for results: priority list for 
CSS internationalization features



} Creation of a separate Digital Publishing Activity at 
W3C (June 2013)
§ Digital Publishing is now a major focus area at W3C

Main results so far



} Co-chaired by Markus Gylling (IDPF) and Madi 
Salomon (Pearson)

New Digital Publishing Interest Group 

“The mission of the Digital Publishing Interest Group, […] a forum 
for experts in the digital publishing ecosystem […] for technical 
discussions, gathering use cases and to better align existing 
formats and technologies (e.g., EPUB) with the broader Open 
Web Platform.”



} The interest group collects use cases and 
requirements
§ these requirements will be channeled to the CSS, HTML, 

MathML, SVG, etc., Working Groups
§ members of the IG will also join these groups, if necessary, 

to develop the necessary technologies
} The interest group will contribute to the general OWP 

interoperability testing effort at W3C
§ ensuring that the special publishing issues are also properly 

tested by implementations

In practice…



IG Task forces

} Task forces that have already been set up:
§ Pagination
§ Social Media and Annotations 
§ Accessibility
§ Scientific and Technology Publishing

} Task forces under consideration:
§ Infographics 
§ Metadata 
§ Behavioral adaptation to content 
§ Security
§ Fonts and typesetting



The work has already begun…



Nothing can replace the influence of a company being 
around the table!

} Publishing ecosystem players are getting involved:
§ Adobe, Canon, Hachette, Intel, Int’l Web Masters 

Association, Google, Kobo/Rakuten, Monotype, Nokia, 
Pearson LLC, …  

§ Discussions with many other publishers on-going

   Industry Collaboration is Key



The future: Publishing = Web

Work with W3C work to make this a reality!

Conclusions
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Thank you for your 
attention!

http://www.w3.org/2013/Talks/1107-Beijing-IH/Talk.pdf


